We consider multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar systems with widely-spaced antennas. Such antenna configuration facilitates capturing the inherent diversity gain due to independent signal dispersion by the target scatterers. We consider a new MIMO radar framework for detecting a target that lies in an unknown location. This is in contrast with conventional MIMO radars which break the space into small cells and aim at detecting the presence of a target in a specified cell. We treat this problem through offering a novel composite hypothesis testing framework for target detection when (i) one or more parameters of the target are unknown and we are interested in estimating them, and (ii) only a finite number of observations are available. The test offered optimizes a metric which accounts for both detection and estimation accuracies. In this paper as the parameter of interest we focus on the vector of time-delays that the waveforms undergo from being emitted by the transmit antennas until being observed by the receive antennas. The analytical and empirical results establish that for the proposed joint target detection and time-delay estimation framework, MIMO radars exhibit significant gains over phased-array radars for extended targets which consist of multiple independent scatterers. For point targets modeled as single scatterers, however, the detection/estimation accuracies of MIMO and phased-array radars for this specific setup (joint target detection and time-delay estimation) are comparable.
first introduced in [1] and further developed in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The underlying idea of MIMO radar for offering diversity gains is to illuminate uncorrelated waveforms at the target such that their corresponding reflections remain uncorrelated and hence offer independent observations of the target. It has been demonstrated that such diversities in observing the target bring about performance improvement by enhancing the accuracy in detecting the target and estimating its associated parameters, e.g., range, speed, and direction.
MIMO radar systems can be exploited for capturing radar cross section (RCS) diversity via deploying widely-separated antennas [4] , or for establishing more degrees of freedom by configuring co-located antennas [9] . While the former configuration improves detection and estimation qualities and supports high resolution target localization [5] , the latter one enhances the power of probing in the vicinity of target location [6, 7, 10] .
In this paper we consider a widely-spaced antenna configuration and treat two problems. First, we analyze the problem of target detection when some radar parameters are unknown and needed to be estimated. We offer a framework for joint target detection and parameter estimation (with optimality properties provided in Section 3) when the receive antennas can acquire only a finite number of observations. While the proposed framework can be exploited for detecting the target in conjunction with estimating any parameter of interest, we consider the problem of detecting a target that lies in an unknown location. In our formulation, the uncertainty about the target location is accounted for through the time-delays that the transmitted waveforms undergo before reaching the receive antennas. We formulate this problem as a composite hypothesis test which is shown to be solved optimally via the widely-known generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT). Note that the existing optimality results of the GLRT hold only asymptotically for an infinite number of observations under certain assumptions [11, Sec. 5.6] .
As the second problem, we analyze the diversity gain of the proposed detector, which is defined as the decay rate of the mis-detection probability with the increasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a fixed false-alarm probability [4] . We analytically quantify the diversity gain as a function of the number of transmit and receive antennas. This notion of diversity gain for MIMO radars has been first examined for MIMO radars in [3] and [4] for the MIMO radar model introduced in [3] , which considers detecting the presence of a target at a given location. It is noteworthy that another notion of diversity gain defined as the detector's divergence in high SNR regimes has also been analyzed in [3] .
We treat the two aforementioned problems for two target models: point targets which are modeled as single scatterers [4, 5] ; and extended targets, which are comprised of many isotropic and independent scatterers. The summary of the contributions and results of this work is as follows.
We propose an optimality measure which is shaped by target detection performance, parameter estimation accuracy and false-alarm probability. The corresponding optimal composite hypothesis test that satisfies some optimality criteria is introduced and deployed for detecting a target in an unknown location. Next, for an N t × N r MIMO radar system we characterize the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the time-delay vector which consists of N t N r components corresponding to different pairs of transmit-receive antennas. The optimal detector corresponding to such ML estimate is also derived. This detector differs from the existing ones in the literature in the sense that it aims at detecting a target in an unknown location, whereas the existing MIMO radar detectors break the space into small cells and detect the presence of the target in a specific cell.
Finally, we demonstrate that for the proposed detector, in an N t × N r MIMO radar system with widely-spaced antennas and with an upper-limit constraint on the false-alarm probability, the misdetection probability decays as SNR −NtNr for extended targets and decays as SNR −1 for point targets. Such mis-detection probability in phased-array radars for both extended and point targets is shown to decay as SNR −1 . The same observations for extended targets and phased-array radars have also been made in [3] and [4] , albeit for a different MIMO radar model and different detectors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the MIMO radar system model. The statement of the composite detection problem and the definition of optimality are provided in Section 3. We formulate and analyze the joint estimation and detection problem for MIMO radars for extended and point targets in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, and for phased-array radars in Section 6. The analysis on the diversity gain are presented in Section 7. Simulation results are illustrated in Section 8 and Section 9 provides the concluding remarks.
MIMO Radar
We consider a MIMO radar system comprising of N t and N r transmit and receive antennas, respectively, and adopt the classical Swerling case I model [12] extended for multiple-antenna systems [3, 4] . According to this model, a target consists of one or more small scatterers exhibiting random, independent and isotropic scintillation.
We define P as the number of the target's scatterers and denote the locations of these scatterers in the Cartesian coordination by X p for p = 1, . . . , P . Also, we denote the reflectivity factor of the p th scatterer by ζ p and assume that {ζ p } P p=1 are identically and independently distributed as zero-mean complex random variables with variance 1 P . The target and reflectivity factors are assumed to remain constant during a finite number of observations denoted by K and change to independent states afterwards. Motivated by capturing the inherent diversity provided by independent scatterers, the antennas are spaced widely enough (such that they satisfy the conditions in [3, Sec. II.A]) to ensure that the received antennas capture uncorrelated reflections from the target. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we assume that the transmit antennas are located at X t m , for m = 1, . . . , N t , and the receive antennas are located at X r n , for n = 1, . . . , N r . The transmit antennas emit N t narrowband waveforms of duration T with baseband equivalent models given by E Nt s m (t) for m = 1, . . . , N t , where E is the total transmitted energy and T |s m (t)| 2 dt = 1. In contrast to the conventional phased-array radars which deploy waveforms that are identical upto a scaling factor [13] , in MIMO radar systems these waveforms are designed such that they facilitate acquiring independent observations of each scatterer and often are assumed to be orthonormal [4] , i.e., ∀m, n,
where * denotes complex conjugate and δ(·) is the Dirac's delta function. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the waveform illuminated by the m th transmit antenna to the p th scatterer and received by the n th receive antenna passes through an end-to-end distance which we denote by d 
Note that this model differs from those of [3] and [4] in the sense that we have added the attenuation effects of path-losses by including the terms (2) represents the effect of propagation phase shift, where f c is the carrier frequency, and z m,n (t) ∼ CN (0, 1 Nt ), denotes the additive white Gaussian noise. We define X 0 as the location of the gravity center of the target and denote its associated timedelays and distances by {τ m,n } and {d m,n }, respectively. We assume that the distances {d m,n } are considerably larger than the dimensions of the object such that we can replace the distances and the time-delays associated with the scatterer X p with those corresponding to the gravity center of the target X 0 , i.e., d 
. . , N r , and p = 1, . . . , P.
Using (2)- (3), the received signal at the n th antenna, which is a superposition of all emitted waveforms, is given by
where z n (t)
. Furthermore, we assume that the waveforms are narrowband. Based on the narrow-band assumption we get [4] ∀τ, s m (t) = e j2πfcτ s m (t − τ ), for m = 1, . . . , N t , and n = 1, . . . , N r ,
which in conjunction with the orthonormality assumption (1) implies that
We also define the time-delay vector τ
. Based on the model given in (2) and noting that the noise-terms {z n (t)} are unit-variance, the transmission signal-to-noise ratio, denoted by SNR, is given by SNR = E T .
Problem Statement
We assume that the receive antennas sample the received signal at the rate of 
, the discrete-time baseband equivalent of the received signal when a target is present is given by
We also assume that the sampling rate is high enough to ensure that the discrete-time signals
The target detection framework that we propose is different from the conventional target detection with MIMO radars. In conventional MIMO radars, e.g., [3] and references therein, the space is broken into small cells and the radar detects the presence of the target in a given cell. In such radar models, the location to be probed is given, which means that the corresponding time-delay vector τ is also given. Therefore, the detection problem can be cast as testing whether a target exists at a given set of time-delays (c.f. [3] ). In contrast, our objective is to detect the presence of a target that lies in an unknown location and thereof has unknown corresponding time-delays. For this purpose we treat the time-delay vector τ as the unknown parameter to be estimated and based on that we formulate the target detection problem. In other words we exploit τ as an intermediate variable which we estimate for being able to carry out target detection. Therefore, in our framework the main objective of estimating the time-delays is to facilitate performing detection. As a minor application, such time-delays can also be exploited for estimating the location of the target.
Such target localization, however, is not optimal and for achieving optimal target localization one needs to treat the target location as the unknown parameter of the interest and deploy the same framework for carrying out joint target detection and target localization (instead of time-delay estimation).
Let f 0 (R) denote the probability density function (pdf) of the received signal when a target is not present. When a target is present, the pdf of the received signal depends on an unknown parameter x (in this paper x is the vector of time-delays) and is denoted by f 1 (R | x). Therefore, by defining the estimate of x byx, the detection part of the problem can be cast as
Our objective is to jointly characterize the estimatorx and find the test for deciding between the hypotheses H 0 and H 1 . For this purpose we define and optimize a measure which combines estimation and detection accuracies. The underlying idea for performing such optimization is to deploy the notions of randomized tests and randomized estimators. For any given observation vector R ∈ C |R| we assign complementary probability terms δ 0 (R) and δ 1 (R) = 1 − δ 0 (R) to the hypotheses H 0 and H 1 , respectively. In a randomized test, δ i (R) for i = 0, 1 is the probability that hypothesis H i is selected. Clearly deterministic tests are special cases of randomized tests where {δ i (R)} take only the values 0 or 1. Whenever the decision is in favor of H 1 , we also have to estimate the unknown parameter x. In deterministic approaches, the estimate of x is a deterministic function of the observed data. On the contrary, randomized estimators, instead of generating a deterministic valuex, generate a random variablex according to a distribution which is a function of the observed data. Deterministic estimators can be classified as a special case of randomized estimators.
We strive to identify the decision rules δ 0 (R) and δ 1 (R) such that the error in estimating x, conditioned on the hypothesis H 1 being true, is minimized. This minimization is also subject to an upper bound constraint on the false alarm probability Pr(H 1 | H 0 ). When the hypothesis H 1 is true, there exist two types of errors in estimating x. First, the test result can be correctly in favor of H 1 , but x is estimated erroneously, where we denote the cost function associated with such estimation error by C(x, x). Secondly, the test output might be wrongly in favor of H 0 , which leads to mis-estimating x and results in an error cost which we denote by C 0 (x). Note that the cost function C(x, x) can be selected arbitrarily. In this paper we consider the mean-square error (MSE) cost given by C(x, x) = x − x 2 and C 0 (x) = x 2 . Subject to a maximum tolerable level of false-alarm probability P f a , the estimation strategy which minimizes the average cost over all possible randomized estimators is given by
The optimal hypothesis test (formalized by {δ i (R)}) and the optimal estimation strategy yielded by solving the problem P(R) for the choices of C(x, x) = x − x 2 and C 0 (x) = x 2 are described in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Moustakides [14] ) For a finite cardinality vector R ∈ C |R| and an unknown vector parameter x ∈ A, solving P(R) provides the optimal estimation strategyx and the subsequent optimal detection rule for deciding between H 0 and H 1 are given bŷ
where π(x) is the prior distribution of x and the estimation cost functions are C(x, x) = x − x 2 and C 0 (x) = x 2 .
The above theorem essentially establishes the GLRT as the optimal estimation/detection strategy with properties P1-P4 enumerated in the sequel. Several other asymptotic optimality results are known for the GLRT which are all based on having an infinite number of observation (c.f. [14] and [15, Chapter 22] ).x given in (10) is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of x. As we do not have any prior information about the parameter to be estimated (the vector of time-delays τ ), throughout the analysis we assume that π(x) has a uniform distribution. Hence, the MAP estimate of x becomes its ML estimate. The estimator and detector provided by Theorem 1 have the following properties.
P1) The ML estimatorx minimizes the average minimum-mean square estimation error of x.
P2) The false-alarm probability of the target detector is kept below a certain level.
P3) For the given set of ML estimatesx, the target detector is Bayesian-optimal, i.e., the Bayes risk is minimized [16, Sec. II.B].
P4) The test requires only a finite number of samples, i.e., |R| < ∞.
In order to apply the theorem above to our joint estimation/detection problem we set the vector of time-delays as the parameter to be estimated, i.e., x = τ . For deploying the optimal estimator and detector provided in (10) we also need to characterize the domain of x = τ which in Theorem 1 is denoted by A. Note that the vector τ cannot be any arbitrary vector in the space R NtNr + . This is due to the fact that for any given placement of antennas, there exists a correlation between the elements of τ and there are some equations relating these time-delays. For the given antenna
and {X r n } Nr n=1 let us define X △ = {X t m , X r n }. Also for the given antenna placement X define A(X ) ⊆ R NtNr + as the set which contains the vectors that can be valid choices for τ .
Precise characterization of A(X ) is crucial for attaining the optimal estimation and detection performance. Any inaccuracy in such characterization degrades the performance and provides only sub-optimal estimators and detectors. In the sequel we provide necessary conditions for a given τ to be a valid time-delay vector. Such necessary conditions describe a set of time-delay vectors which is a superset of A(X ). We also conjecture that these conditions are sufficient which consequently can characterize A(X ) precisely. If these conditions are not sufficient, then the resulting approximation of A(X ) will only provide a sub-optimal solution.
For establishing the necessary conditions let us break down the end-to-end time-delay τ m,n as τ m,n = t m + t ′ n where t m is the time required for the waveform to travel from the m th transmit antenna to the target and t ′ n is the time required for the reflected waveform to travel from the target to the n th receive antenna. If a given τ is a valid time-delay vector then ∀m, i ∈ {1, . . . , N t } the three terms t m , t i , and
should constitute the lengths of a triangle with its vertices given by the locations of the m th transmit antenna, the i th transmit antenna, and the target (
is the distance between the m th and i th transmit antennas). The triangular inequalities impose that τ is a valid time-delay vector only if
Similarly, by considering the triangles corresponding to the receive antennas we get the necessary
By recalling that τ m,n = t m + t ′ n ∀ m, n, i, j, we find that |t m − t i | = |τ m,n − τ i,n | and |t ′ n − t ′ j | = |τ m,n − τ m,j |. Therefore, for the subspace A(X ) we have
We conjecture that any vector τ that satisfies the conditions above is a valid time-delay vector and therefor the subset operator ⊆ can be replaced by equality. We underline that, however, in the case that these conditions are not sufficient, performing optimization on the above superset of A(X ) will provide only sub-optimal estimators and detectors.
Joint Detection and Estimation for Extended Targets
In this section we consider the targets that are extended enough to be modeled as a group of isotropic and independent scatterers, i.e., P ≫ 1 in (2). Our objective is to optimally detect a target, based on the model in (8), and simultaneously estimate the vector of time-delays τ . At the same time we assume that only a finite number of observations are available. According to Theorem 1 this problem can be solved via the GLRT given in (10) for x = τ and for A = A(X ) given in (11) .
We start by deriving the ML estimate of τ and then provide the detection-related analysis.
We also develop a technique in Section 8 based on the Newton-Raphson method for localizing the target by using the estimated time-delay vector. Exploiting this simple target localization method is not the optimal strategy and is merely intended to provide some numerical evaluations to show the improvement gained by deploying MIMO radars.
Time Delay Estimation
The hypothesis given in (8) can be cast as
Define h
where h m,n , as defined in (4), accounts for the effects of the position and reflectiveness of the scatterers corresponding to the m th transmit and the n th receive antennas. The antennas are widely separated and the reflectivity factors {ζ p } are complex and independently distributed with zero mean and variance 1 P with P ≫ 1. Therefore, by using the central limit theorem, {h m,n } are i.i.d. and distributed as CN (0, 1) [3] .
Based on the model given in (7), when a target is present, the vector of the received signals R depends on the time-delays, which we are interested in estimating, as well as on the unknown random vector h. Therefore, when a target is present, the pdf of R for any given τ and h is f 1 (R | τ , h). In order to obtain the ML estimate of τ one approach is to estimate it through solving arg max τ∈A(X ) f 1 (R | τ ), which requires recovering f 1 (R | τ ) from f 1 (R | τ , h) by averaging over all realizations of h. Alternatively, we can estimate it jointly with h when doing so is deemed to be beneficial. The latter approach is more beneficial when an accurate estimate of h is available, e.g., in the high SNR regimes, while averaging leads to a better performance when the estimate is very inaccurate, e.g., in the low SNR regimes. The ML estimate of τ is provided in the following theorem for both scenarios.
Theorem 2 The ML estimate of τ for extended targets and a given antenna placement X
through MAP estimation of h is given bŷ
τ MAP = arg max τ∈A(X ) Nt m=1 Nr n=1 K k=1 r n [k] s * m [k; τ m,n ] 2 1 Ts + Nt E (cτ m,n ) 2β ,
and through averaging over all realizations of h is given bŷ
Proof: See Appendix A.
Target Detection
Based on the ML estimates of the time-delay vector τ provided in Theorem 2, we proceed to find the corresponding optimum detectors. We show that both estimates give rise to the same optimal detector given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 The optimal test for extended targets and for the given estimateτ is
Proof: Based on the model in (12) the likelihood f 0 (R) under the null hypothesis is given by
Finding the estimateτ MAP is carried out by jointly estimating τ and h. For this estimate of τ , by setting x = [τ , h] the optimal detector characterized in (10) is found as
whereτ andĥ are the MAP estimates obtained in Theorem 2. By following the same line of argument as in Appendix A (30)-(39) and recalling the definitions of a τ and B τ given in (32) and (35), respectively, the detector is given by
where
. Therefore, the value of the threshold θ is linked to the probability of false alarm P f a as
Ts ) and therefore, |b m,n | 2 is exponentially distributed with parameter T s . Hence, {|b m,n | 2 /l m,n } have exponential distributions with distinct
lm,n is the sum of N t N r independent exponential random variables with different parameters and its pdf is given by [17] 
If we denote the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of this random variable by G 1 (·), then θ can be determined as θ = G −1
By following a similar line of analysis for the case that we deploy the estimateτ ave , the same detector is found.
It is noteworthy that our detection scheme has two major differences with that of [3] provided in [3, Eq. (24)]. First, the detector in [3, Eq. (24)] tests whether a target exists at a known time-delay while we try to detect a target with unknown time-delays. Secondly, the model of [3] embeds the effect of the time-delays only as phase shifts and ignores the path-loss effect. By recalling that the path-losses also depend on the time-delays we have modified the model of [3] to also capture the effects of path-losses.
Joint Detection and Estimation for Point Targets
In this section we consider the application of MIMO radars for detecting point targets or exposing single-scatterers. In this case, the target is modeled by one scatterer located at its gravity center X 0 . Note that in (4) by setting P = 1 we get h m,n = ζ e −j2πfcτm,n . Unlike in extended targets, the previous section, the distribution of the reflectivity factor ζ is not known and thereof it should be treated as an unknown quantity to be estimated along with the time-delays. Therefore, the null and alternative hypotheses are given by
As before, we are interested in solving the optimum test given in (10) and we start by determining the ML estimates of the reflectivity ζ and the time-delay vector τ .
Time Delay Estimation
Based on the model given in (18) and the fact that the distribution of ζ is not known a priori, we estimate τ along with ζ. The pdf of the received vector R for any given τ and ζ is f 1 (R | τ , ζ).
By setting x = [τ , ζ] and using the optimal test given in (10) the ML estimate of τ can be found as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3
The ML estimate of τ for point targets and antenna placement X is given bŷ τ = arg max τ∈A(X )
Target Detection
Based on the ML estimate of τ provided in Theorem 3 the optimal detector is characterized by the following lemma.
Lemma 2 The optimal test for point targets and for the given estimateτ is
Proof: As we are estimating τ jointly with ζ, by setting x = [τ , ζ] and applying Theorem 1 the optimal detector is given by
By following the same line of argument as in Section 4.2 and by using the estimatesτ andζ given in Theorem 3 and (44), respectively, the optimum test for a point target is given by
Moreover, by setting θ
Ts log λ, the test can be cast as
In
Optimal Joint Estimation/Detection for Phased-array Radar
We will compare the performance of MIMO radars against that of conventional phased-array radar systems. A phased-array system utilizes an array of closely-located antennas and therefore, the channel coefficients h m,n are fully correlated, i.e., h m,n = h. For the case of extended targets h is distributed as CN (0, 1) and for point targets its distribution is unknown [3] . Moreover, all the emitted waveforms are equal up to a scaling factor, i.e., s m (t) =ŝ m s(t) for m = 1, . . . , N t such that Nt m=1 |ŝ m | 2 = N t (for having the total transmitted energy equal to E). Therefore, by using (7) and the narrow-band assumption, the system model is given by
The following lemma is instrumental to deriving the ML estimate of the time-delay vector.
Lemma 3 For any given set of functions {g
where g i (t) : R → C and α, t ∈ R, we have
Proof: See Appendix C.
For the purpose of analyzing the diversity gains as given in Section 7, as well as comparing estimation performance, we provide the optimal detector and estimator for phased-array radars in the following lemmas. For further analysis we define S n (τ )
(cτm,n) βŝm e j2πfc(τ 1,1 −2τm,n) . Similar to A(X ) which we defined for MIMO radars, we also define A ′ (X ′ ) such that it contains the valid choices of the time-delays for a phased-array radar with closely-located antenna placement X ′ .
Lemma 4
For a given antenna placement X ′ , the ML estimate of the time-delay vector τ and the optimal detector in phased-array radars are as follows.
For extended targets through estimating h we havê
τ MAP = arg max τ∈A ′ (X ′ ) Nr n=1 S * n (τ ) K k=1 r n [k]s * [k; τ 1,1 ] 2 1 Ts Nr n=1 |S n (τ )| 2 + 1 .
For extended targets through averaging over all realizations of h we havê
τ ave = arg max τ∈A ′ (X ′ )      Nr n=1 S * n (τ ) K k=1 r n [k]s * [k; τ 1,1 ] 2 1 Ts Nr N =1 |S n (τ )| 2 + Nt E − log E T s N t Nr n=1 |S n (τ )| 2 + 1      .
For point targets through estimating ζ we havê
Proof: See Appendix D.
Based on the ML estimates of τ provided in Lemma 4, the optimal detectors are presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 5
The optimal test for the given estimate τ is given as follows.
For extended targets
Nr n=1 S * n (τ ) K k=1 r n [k]s * [k;τ 1,1 ] 2 H 1 ≷ H 0θ .
For point targets
Proof: For the case that we are estimating τ and h jointly, we set x = [τ , h] and therefore, the optimal detector is given by
Proceeding with the same line of argument as in Section 4.2, the optimal test is given by
Under H 0 , the term S * n (τ )
) and
and consequently
Therefore, for a given value of P f a , the threshold level θ is found by
We can similarly find the same detector when the estimateτ ave is computed by averaging out the effect of h.
Diversity Gain Analysis
In order to compare the performance of MIMO and phased-array radars quantitatively, we analyze the diversity gain, which determines how fast the mis-detection probability decays as the transmission SNR increases while there is an upper-bound constraint on the false-alarm probability [4] .
More specifically we are interested in finding
where P md (SNR) denotes the mis-detection probability at the signal-to-noise ratio SNR. The diversity gain for the MIMO radar model provided in [3] has also been examined in [3, 4] . [3] also analyzes another notion of diversity, which is the asymptotic value of the detectors's divergence.
Throughout the analysis in the sequel, we say two functions f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are asymptotically equal when lim x→∞
f 2 (x) = 1 and denote it by f 1 (x) ⊜ f 2 (x). We also define
We also say two functions f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are exponentially equal when lim x→∞ log f 1 (x) log f 2 (x) = 1 and denote it by f 1 (x) . = f 2 (x).
Remark 1 Asymptotic equality is a sufficient condition for exponential equality.
We will use the following lemma for analyzing the diversity gain of MIMO and phased-array radars.
Lemma 6 For any M independent Gaussian random variables
where ρ ∈ R + and µ m ∼ N (0, σ 2 m ), and for any given γ ∈ R + , in the asymptote of large values of ρ we have
Proof: See Appendix E.
By using the lemma above, in the following theorem we establish the diversity gain achieved by MIMO and phased-array radars for both extended and point targets. P md (SNR).
Theorem 4 The diversity gain achieved by
1. an N t × N r MIMO radar system for extended targets is N t N r , i.e., P E md (SNR)
2. an N t × N r MIMO radar system for point targets is 1, i.e., P P md (SNR)
3. an N t × N r phased array system for extended and point targets is 1, i.e., P PA md (SNR)
Proof:
For extended targets, by recalling the definitions of b
, from the optimal test in (13) we have
We define b r m,n
. Therefore, the mis-detection probability given in (22) is equivalently given by
By further defining l min = min m,n l m,n and l max = max m,n l m,n we can provide the following upper and lower bounds on the probability in (23)
On the other hand, under hypothesis H 1 from (12) we have
which in turn provides 
Now, we apply Lemma 6 by setting
. Thus, we get ∀γ
Hence, for the choices of γ = θl min and γ = θl max we find that the lower and upper bounds on P E md (SNR) given in (24) are both exponentially equal to SNR −NtNr . This results in an identical exponential order for P E md (SNR), i.e.,
which establishes the desired result for MIMO radars with extended targets.
We definẽ
Therefore,b is distributed as
By following a similar line of argument as for extended targets and definingb r △ = ℜ(b),
Nr n=1 e j2πfc(τm,n−τm,n) (τ m,n τ m,n ) β ζ , we get
Now, we apply Lemma 6 by setting
3. We provide the proof for extended targets. Similar line of argument and appropriate modifications provide the proof for point targets. Based on the optimal test for detecting extended targets by phased-array radars given in Lemma 5 we have
Under hypothesis H 1 from (20) for extended targets we havê
Similarly as before we defineb
, where we havê
Again we apply Lemma 6 by setting M = 2,
Thus, we get ∀γ
As a result we find the following diversity gain achieved by phased-array radar systems for extended targets
Although we are using a MIMO radar model different from [3] and subsequently derive a different detector, the results above conform with those of [3] which considers detecting the presence of a target at a given location. This result demonstrates that in terms of diversity gain, our proposed MIMO radar model is capable of capturing the same diversity gain achieved by the MIMO radar model of [3] .
8 Simulation Results
Extended Targets
In this section we provide simulation results on the performance of the proposed joint estimation/detection framework. We consider two antenna configurations with N t = N r = 2 and where all the distances are in kilometer (km). The path loss coefficient is β = 2 and the carrier frequency is f c = 5 MHz. We assume that the target comprises of P = 10 scatterers and the number of signal samples is K = 40. Finally, for the MIMO radar the emitted waveforms are
, where U (t) is the unit step function and T denotes the duration of the waveform and the sampling rate at the receiver is T s = T 10 . For the phased-array radar all the emitted waveforms are equal to s 1 (t).
We first consider the performance of parameter estimation. Fig. 2 depicts the average normalized mean-square errors (MSE), i.e., 1 NtNr m n τm,n−τm,n τm,n 2 , for phased-array and MIMO radars as a function of received SNR. It is observed that the MIMO radar outperforms the phased-array in all SNR regimes and in particular, by a large margin in the low SNR regime, which is of more interest in radar applications. Moreover, it is seen that in MIMO radars, the MAP estimatorτ MAP performs better than the estimatorτ ave in the high SNR regime, while the estimatorτ ave outperforms the MAP estimatorτ MAP in the low SNR regime, as expected and discussed in Section 4.1. Figure 4 : Probability of mis-detection versus SNR for a false alarm P f a = 10 −6 for extended targets.
It should be noted that comparing the accuracies of the time-delay estimators are not as informative as comparing the accuracies of the detectors. This is mainly because the time-delay estimates have different roles in MIMO and phased-array radars. Nevertheless, we perform such comparisons as the detectors accuracies in our formulations depend on the estimators accuracies, which justifies comparing the time-delay estimator in MIMO and phased-array radars.
We next illustrate the localization performance of MIMO radar in Fig. 3 . Once the vectorτ is available, it is then possible to further estimate the location X 0 of the gravity center of the target.
The localization problem can be formulated in the form of the following nonlinear equationŝ
where ω is the noise term, and φ(X 0 ) = [φ 1,1 (X 0 ), . . . , φ Nt,Nr (X 0 )] is the vector of functions defined as
where X t m and X r n are the positions of the m th and n th transmit and receive antennas respectively. We can solve for X 0 from (25) iteratively as follows. Denote X 
) is the Jacobian of the function φ(.) evaluated at X
0 . Then, the least-square estimate of the position X 0 based on (25) and (27) is given by
where y(X
and therefore X (i+1) 0 has to satisfy the normal equation
An initial estimate X (0) 0 can be obtained, e.g., using the method in [18] . It is seen that the 4 × 8 MIMO radar performs considerably better than the 2×2 MIMO radar, which is due to the fact that 32 time-delays provide much more information about the position of the target than 4 time-delays do.
Finally we consider the detection performance. In Fig. 4 the probability of mis-detection versus SNR is illustrated. The tests are designed such that the probability of false alarm is P f a ≤ 10 −6 . As analyzed in Section 7 and observed in this figure, the slope of the mis-detection probability of the phased-array radar is 1 decade per 10 dB, whereas that of the MIMO radar is N t N r times steeper. Figure 5 shows the receiver operating curve (ROC) for the MIMO and the phased-array systems, for SNR = 0 dB. It is seen that the MIMO radar significantly outperforms the phased-array radar over a wide range of false alarm values.
Point Targets
We use a similar system setup as in Section 8.1. Fig. 6 illustrates the normalized average MSE in estimating the time-delays versus SNR. Unlike for extended targets, it is observed that for point targets, conventional phased-array and MIMO radars exhibit similar target detection and timedelay estimation accuracies. Therefore, when considering joint target detection and time-delay estimation, deploying MIMO radars are not much advantageous for point targets. This conclusion is nevertheless limited to the specific problem analyzed in this paper and MIMO radars can be potentially advantageous in other scenarios like those discussed in [4] and references therein. This is due to the fact that point targets lack independent scattering section and thereof provide no diversity gain.
In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 the probability of mis-detection versus SNR and the ROC are plotted, respectively. For Fig. 7 the tests are designed such that the probability of false alarm is P f a ≤ 10 −6
and for Fig. 8 we have set SNR=0 dB. It is seen from Fig. 7 that both the phase-array and the MIMO radars exhibit a diversity gain of 1, which verifies Theorem 4. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have offered a framework for jointly detecting the presence of a target and estimating some unknown target parameters. We have provided a composite hypothesis test that satisfies some optimality criteria for both target detection and parameter estimation. By using this framework we have proposed a new MIMO radar model for detecting the presence of a target in an unknown location and formulated a composite hypothesis test for solving this problem. In this problem, the unknown parameter of interest to be jointly estimated along with target detection, is the vector of time-delays that a transmitted waveform experiences from being emitted by the transmit antennas until being received by the receive antennas. For the proposed detection scheme, we also have analyzed the decay rate of the probability of mis-detection with increasing SNR while the false-alarm probability is kept below a certain level (diversity gain). Our simulation results demonstrate that for the specific problem of joint target detection and time-delay estimation, deploying MIMO radars is advantageous for extended targets. On the other hand, for point targets, the accuracies of target detection and time-delay estimation by conventional phased-array are comparable with those yielded by MIMO radars.
A Proof of Theorem 2
The pdf of the vector of received signals R for any given τ and h is given by
.
By taking into account the orthogonality assumption
, we can further simplify the term D 1 (τ , h) defined in (30) as follows.
For any given time-delay vector τ , define
Nt,Nr ) and
Then, D 1 (τ , h) can be represented in the matrix form as
By noting that the pdf of h is given by f h (h) = (π) −NtNr exp(− h 2 ), we find the estimates of τ as follows. 
Using (30), (33), and (34) and noting the definition of a τ given in (32) provides that
Based on the above estimate of τ , D 1 (τ ,ĥ) given in (33) becomes
Hence, the ML estimate of τ can be found by solvinĝ
= arg max
which concludes the proof.
2. For this case which we average out the effect of h by setting x = τ from (10) we get
Noting the definition of a m,n (τ m,n ) given in (31) concludes the proof.
B Proof of Theorem 3
In order to find the ML estimate of τ and ζ form (10) we have
On the other hand, from (18) the likelihood f 1 (R | τ ,τ ) is given by
By taking into account the orthonormality assumption on s m [k; τ m,n ] we get
is quadratic in ζ and its minimum which is attained at the ML estimate of ζ is given bŷ
By substituting (44) back in (43), and after some manipulation, D 2 (τ ,ζ) becomes 
C Proof of Lemma 3
We provide the proof by induction. = 0, then
Alsot N +1 is a maximum since
e jα(t N+1 −t i ) g * i (t 1 )g N +1 (t 1 ) + .
We further simplify D 3 (τ , h) as follows. 
which is the desired result.
E Proof of Lemma 6
We define the events 
